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Abstract

Historically, Markovian predictors have been very success-
ful in predicting branch outcomes. In this work we propose a
hybrid scheme that employs two Prediction by Partial Match-
ing (PPM) Markovian predictors, one that predicts based on
local branch histories and one based on global branch his-
tories. The two independent predictions are combined us-
ing a neural network. On the CBP-2 traces the proposed
scheme achieves over twice the prediction accuracy of the
gshare predictor.

1. Introduction

Data compression and branch prediction share many sim-
ilarities. Given a stream of symbols (e.g., ASCII characters
for text compression or past branch outcomes for branch pre-
diction), the goal in both cases is to predict future symbols
as accurately as possible. One common way of achieving
this goal in data compression is Prediction by Partial Match-
ing (PPM) [1, 5]. PPM is a Markov predictor in which the
prediction is a function of the current state. The state infor-
mation in anmth-order PPM predictor is an ensemble of the
m most recent symbols. If the pattern formed by them re-
cent symbols has occurred earlier, the symbol following the
pattern is used as the prediction.

As an example of how PPM works, consider the sample
stream of binary symbols presented in Figure 1. To predict
what symbol will appear at position 0 we look for clues ear-
lier in the stream. For example, we observe that the pre-
vious symbol is a 1. The last time a 1 was observed—at
position 2—the following symbol was a 1. Hence, we can
predict that position 0 will be a 1. However, we do not
have to limit ourselves to examining a single-symbol pattern.
The last time 1 1 (positions 2 and 1) appeared was at posi-
tions 10 and 9 and the subsequent symbol (position 8) was a
0 so we can predict 0. We find the next longer pattern, 0 1 1
(at positions{3, 2, 1}), at positions{13, 12, 11} with posi-
tion 10 predicting 1. The longest pattern with a prior match
is 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 (positions{8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1}) at positions
{24, 23, 22, 21, 20, 19, 18, 17}. The subsequent symbol is 0
so we can choose 0 as our best guess for position 0’s value.

Generally, predictors that use longer patterns to make a
prediction are more accurate than those that use shorter pat-
terns. However, with longer patterns, the likelihood of the
same pattern having occurred earlier diminishes and hence
the ability to predict decreases. To address this problem, an
mth-order PPM scheme first attempts to predict using them
most recent symbols. Progressively smaller patterns are uti-
lized until a matching pattern is found and a prediction can
thereby be made.

In the context of branch prediction, the symbols are
branch outcomes. The past outcomes used in prediction can
be eitherlocal or global. In a local scheme, the prediction
for a given branch is based solely on the past outcomes of
the (static) branch that we are trying to predict. In contrast,
a global scheme uses outcomes from all branches to make
the prediction. In this paper we propose a hybrid PPM-based
branch predictor that employs pattern matching on both lo-
cal and global histories. The predictions based on the two
histories are combined using a perceptron-based neural net-
work [3] to achieve a high prediction accuracy. Hardware
implementability is not our goal. Rather, we determine the
best prediction accuracy that can be achieved from PPM-like
schemes given virtually unlimited memory and processing
time. This approach corresponds to the “idealistic” track
of the 2nd JILP Championship Branch Prediction Compe-
tition [2].

There are many optimizations and heuristics that improve
the speed, accuracy, and memory utilization of the basic PPM
method. In Section 2 we present our implementation tech-
nique and a set of modifications that prove empirically to
be beneficial to performance or resource usage. Finally, we
draw some conclusions in Section 3.

2. Implementation

Figure 2 shows the high-level block diagram of the Neuro-
PPM predictor. Our scheme consists of two PPM-based pre-
dictors [1], one that uses local-history information and the
other that uses global-history information to identify patterns
and predict branch outcomes. For a given branch, both PPM
predictors are invoked to predict the branch outcome. The
two predictions are combined using a perceptron-based neu-
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Figure 1. Sample stream

Figure 2. The Neuro-PPM predictor

ral network [3]. The rest of this section describes the PPM
predictors and the neural-net mixer.

2.1. Global History PPM Predictor

We first describe the global PPM predictor and then de-
tail the differences compared to the local predictor. Figure 3
shows the block diagram for the PPM predictor that uses
global history. Anm-bit shift register records global history
and reflects the outcome of the lastm dynamic branches (a
bit’s value is one for branch taken, zero otherwise). Each
time a branch outcome becomes available, the shift register
discards the oldest history bit and records the new outcome.
When a prediction is made, allm bits of history are com-
pared against previously recorded patterns. If the pattern is
not found, we search for a shorter pattern, formed by the
most recentm− 1 history bits. The process of incremen-
tally searching for a smaller pattern continues until a match
is found. When a pattern match occurs, the outcome of the
branch that succeeded the pattern during its last occurrence is
returned as the prediction. The total number of patterns that
an m-bit history can form is∑m

L=12L. To efficiently search
the vast pattern space, we group patterns according to their
length and associate each group with a table. For example,
tablet is associated with all patterns of lengtht and table 1
with all patterns of length 1. When making a prediction we
use allm history bits to compute a hash value of the pattern.
Then least-significant bits of the computed hash are used to
index into one of the 2n rows of tablem. We resolve the colli-
sions caused by different hash values indexing into the same
row of the table by searching a linked list associated with
this row. Each node in the linked list contains the pattern
hash and the predicted outcome. If a hash match is found the
prediction is returned. Otherwise, we continue to search for
successively smaller patterns using the corresponding tables.
During update, when the actual outcome of the branch be-
comes available, we update allm tables. When a previously
unseen pattern of a given length is encountered, a new node

Figure 3. The global PPM predictor

is added to the corresponding linked list. While this general
principle works well in many scenarios, the accuracy of the
prediction can be further improved by the following heuris-
tics:

• program-counter tag match

• efficient history encoding

• capturing pattern bias

To restrict the memory requirement and to decrease the com-
putational time, we apply the following heuristics:

• improved hash function

• periodic memory cleanup

• pattern length skipping

• exploiting temporal pattern reuse

For example, applying these heuristics decreased the MPKI
(Mispredicts Per Kilo Instruction) fortwolf by 30% and im-
proved the simulation time by a factor of 700. We now de-
scribe these heuristics in detail.

Program-counter tag match One drawback of the base
scheme is that it cannot discriminate among global histories
corresponding to different branches. For example, assume
that branchb21 is positively correlated with branchb8 while
branchb32 is negatively correlated withb8. If the global his-
tories when predictingb21 andb32 are identical, the patterns
destructively interfere and result in 100% wrong predictions.
We address this problem by storing the program counter (PC)



Figure 4. Improvement in prediction accuracy due
to PC tag match

in addition to the pattern hash in each node of the linked list
associated with a hash table entry. We return a prediction
only when both the pattern hash and the PC match. One
might wonder if hashing schemes such as those employed by
the gsharepredictor [4] in which the PC is exclusive or’ed
with history bits to index into the table would eliminate the
need for PC tag matching. Though such schemes signifi-
cantly reduce hash collisions they do not eliminate them. We
have experimentally determined that even with a more so-
phisticated hashing scheme than that used bygshare, PC tag
matching improves prediction accuracy for the CBP-2 traces.
Figure 4 shows the percent improvement in prediction ac-
curacy for the CBP-2 traces when PC tagging is used. As
that figure indicates, PC tagging improves prediction accu-
racy by an average by 5.4% across the 20 benchmarks and
by as much as 18.3% (forvortex).

Efficient history encoding One disadvantage of ourm-bit
shift register scheme as described thus far is that the his-
tory of a long loop displaces other useful information from
the history tables. For example, consider the following code
fragment:

k = 0;
if (i == 0) k=1; // #1
for (j=0; j<LEN; j++) // #2
{ c += a[j]; }
if (k != 0) c -= 10; // #3

Branches corresponding to lines #1 and #3 are positively
correlated. That is, if the conditioni==0 is true, thenk!=0
is guaranteed to betrue. However, the loop at line #2 that
interleaves the perfectly correlated branches will pollute the
global history withLEN−1 takensand onenot taken. If LEN
is much larger than the global-history length (m), the out-
come of the branch at line #1 is lost and therefore the cor-
relation cannot be exploited when predicting the outcome of
the branch at line #3. One solution to this problem is to in-
crease the length of the global-history window. Because each
additional history bit exponentially increases the memory re-
quirement for storing the patterns, this solution is not very
practical. An alternate solution is to compress the global
history using simple schemes such as run-length encoding
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution function of string
length in mtrt and perlbmk

(RLE). With RLE, them-bit shift register is replaced with
n counters. These counters reflect the lengths of the most
recentn strings, where a string is defined as a contiguous
stream of zeros or ones. For example, a global history of
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 has an RLE representation of 4, 2, 3. Ifm
= 2, the last two counter values (2 and 3) are stored. We
use 8-bit counters in our implementation. To help differ-
entiate a string of zeros from a string of ones, we initial-
ize the counters to 0 or 128, respectively, at the start of a
string. The chance of counter overflow is negligible because
99% of the sequences of zeros or ones in the global history
are less than 100 elements long for the CBP-2 traces. Dur-
ing pattern search, the hash values are computed from then
RLE counters instead of them-bit shift-register. Of all the
CBP-2 benchmarks, RLE noticeably benefited onlyraytrace
andmtrt. However, because the reduction in MPKI was sig-
nificant in both cases—approximately 57%—and increased
MPKI in none of the other cases we decided to retain RLE in
our implementation.

The reason that some benchmarks observe a significant
benefit from RLE while others observe minimal benefit is ex-
plained by the string-length distributions of each trace. Fig-
ure 5 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the global-history string lengths observed inmtrt and
perlbmk. It is clear from the CDF that strings of zeros and
ones are significantly longer inmtrt than inperlbmk. Con-
sequently, RLE is more frequently applicable tomtrt than
perlbmkand therefore yields a much greater improvement in
MPKI for mtrt than forperlbmk.

Pattern bias Instead of using only the last outcome as pre-
diction for a given pattern, tracking a pattern’s bias towards
takenor not takencan significantly improve the prediction
accuracy. Biastaken is given by P(taken|pattern). The pre-
diction istakenif Biastaken> 0.5, suggesting that the pattern
is biased towardstaken. Pattern bias can be captured easily
by associating each pattern with an up-down counter. Each
time a given history pattern is seen the associated counter is
incremented when the branch outcome following the pattern
is takenand decremented when the outcome isnot taken.
The prediction is simply the sign of the counter. For the
sample stream shown in Figure 1, the counter value asso-
ciated with patterns of length one are: counter{1} = −2 and
counter{0} = +5. This suggests that pattern{1} is biased



Figure 6. Percent improvement in crafty ’s predic-
tion accuracy when saturating bias counters are
used in lieu of non-saturating counters

towardsnot takenand pattern{0} towardstaken.
Pattern bias appears to exhibit phases. During certain

phases, a pattern may be biased towardstakenand in other
phases the same pattern may be biased towardsnot taken. A
non-saturating counter—or saturating counter with an exces-
sively large saturation value—exhibits lags in tracking the
bias and is therefore unable to track rapid phase changes.
Conversely, a counter that saturates too quickly will fail
to capture pattern bias. Figure 6 quantifies the impact of
counter size of prediction accuracy forcrafty. The figure
plots the percent improvement in prediction accuracy as a
function of saturation value and indicates a maximum im-
provement of 12.7% relative to a non-saturating counter. For
the CBP-2 traces we determined empirically that a counter
that saturates at±8 delivers the best performance overall.

Dynamic pattern length selection The baseline algorithm
uses the longest pattern to predict a branch outcome. The
implicit assumption is that longer patterns result in higher
confidence in the prediction and are therefore more accurate.
Although this is generally true, in some benchmarks such as
gzipandcompress, using a shorter pattern actually results in
higher accuracy than matching longer patterns. To help dy-
namically select the best pattern length for a given branch,
we track the prediction accuracy along with the PC and pat-
tern hash in each node of the linked list. Rather than pre-
dicting based on the longest pattern match, we predict using
the pattern that results in the highest accuracy. Forjavac, the
misprediction rate decreased by 16% due to dynamic pattern
length selection. The average improvement in prediction ac-
curacy across the CBP-2 traces is 3%.

To help reduce simulation run time we made the following
optimizations.

Hash function We experimented with various hash func-
tions and empirically identified that the AP hash function [6]
results in fewer collisions than other schemes. The lower
number of collisions in turn improved the linked-list search
time and resulted in 10X faster code execution than that

achieved by using other hashing schemes. The AP hash is
computed as follows:

inputs: rle_cou[], n_cou, PC
output: (h) pattern hash for the

n_cou counters of rle_cou[]

for (h=i=0; i<n_cou; ++i)
{

h = h ˆ (i&1 == 0)?
(h<<7 ˆ rle_cou[i] ˆ h>>3):
˜(h<<11 ˆ rle_cou[i] ˆ h>>5);

}

h = h ˆ PC;

The index into the pattern tables is obtained by consider-
ing then least significant bits of the computed hash. Like
the gsharepredictor, the above scheme uses the PC in the
hash computation. Although the AP hash significantly low-
ers hash collisions it does not eliminate them. We therefore
resolve hash collisions by tag matching both the PC and the
pattern hash in the linked list associated with the indexed row
of a given table. Note that the primary function of the hash
function is to speed up the pattern search process. Compara-
ble hash functions have little effect on prediction accuracy.

Memory cleanup For the twolf benchmark, if 60 RLE
counters are used for encoding the global history more than
4 GB of memory is required to store all the patterns. This
leads frequent page swaps and causes the simulation to take
about 2 days to complete on the test system (a Pentium 4 ma-
chine with 1 GB of RAM). Because the CBP-2 rules allow
only 2 hours to process all 20 traces we perform periodic
memory cleanups to speed up the simulation. Specifically,
we scan all the linked lists at regular intervals and free the
nodes that have remained unused since the last cleanup op-
eration. The frequency of the cleanup operation is dynami-
cally adjusted to restrict the memory usage to a preset limit of
900 MB. This results in an almost 50X increase in simulation
speed for the CBP-2 traces. However, the main disadvantage
of memory cleanup is the loss in prediction accuracy. We
observed a loss in prediction accuracy of 10% fortwolf and
4% forcrafty, for example.

Pattern length skipping In the original algorithm, when
a pattern of lengthm is not found, we search the history
for the pattern of lengthm− 1. This process of searching
for incrementally smaller patterns continues until a match is
found. To lower memory usage and computation time re-
quirements we modified our implementation to skip many
pattern lengths. Using 60 RLE counters for global his-
tory encoding we found that searching patterns of length
{m,m− 5,m− 10, . . . ,1} for the gzip benchmark produced
a fivefold faster simulation than searching patterns of length
{m,m−1,m−2, . . . ,1}. Also, because the memory usage of
an m−5 search granularity is considerably smaller than an



Figure 7. MPKI for the local-PPM, global-PPM, and
hybrid predictor

m−1 search, memory cleanup is performed less frequently,
which leads to a slight improvement in prediction accuracy.

Temporal reuse To exploit the temporal reuse of patterns,
nodes matching a given hash value and PC are moved to the
head of the linked list. Doing so decreases the pattern search
time and produces an almost 3X improvement in simulation
time across the test suite.

2.2. Local-History PPM Predictor

The local-history PPM predictor uses the same algorithm
and optimizations as those used in the global predictor. How-
ever, it uses different history information for the pattern
match. Instead of using a single set of RLE counters, the
local PPM predictor uses one set of counters for each static
branch in the trace. As in the global-history PPM predictor,
patterns from all branches are grouped according to length
and stored in up tom tables. During pattern search, both
the pattern hash and the PC of the branch being predicted
are matched. Because consecutive strings of zeros and ones
are significantly longer in local history than in global history,
8-bit RLE counters are insufficient for the run-length encod-
ing. One solution to this problem is to increase the counter
size (e.g., 32 bits). This increase, however, can result in long
predictor warmup time and in certain cases will perform no
better than analways takenor always not takenprediction
scheme. Therefore, we restrict the counters to 8 bits and
handle counter saturation by pushing a new counter that rep-
resents the same bit as the saturated counter and dequeuing
the oldest counter in the RLE list.

Figure 7 contrasts the accuracy of the local and global
PPM predictors on the 20 CBP-2 traces. In all cases except
gzip, the global PPM predictor is more accurate overall than
the local PPM predictor (by an average of 1.8X across all
of the traces). However, for certain branches of any given
benchmark, local PPM is more accurate. We therefore de-
signed a hybrid predictor that uses a neural network to com-
bine the local and global PPM predictions into a final predic-
tion. This hybrid predictor is the subject of Section 2.3.

Figure 8. The neural-network mixer

Figure 9. Percent reduction in MPKI when a percep-
tron instead of voting is used in the selector

2.3. The Neural Network

Typically, tournament (or hybrid) predictors use simple
voting schemes to generate the final prediction from the con-
stituent predictors. For example, the Alpha 21264 employs a
4K × 2-bit table (i.e., a 2-bit saturating counter for each of
4K branches) to track which of two predictors is more accu-
rate for a given branch. Predictions are always made using
the more accurate predictor. We experimented with differ-
ent selection techniques and found that a perceptron-based
neural network outperforms traditional approaches such as
the 21264’s voting scheme. This is because, unlike tradi-
tional approaches, a perceptron can learn linearly-separable
boolean functions of its inputs.

Figure 8 illustrates the perceptron-based neural network
mixer used in our hybrid predictor. The output of the per-
ceptron is given byy = w0 + w1PL + w2PG. The prediction
is takenif y is positive andnot takenotherwise. The inputs
PL andPG correspond to the predictions from the local and
global predictor, respectively, and is -1 ifnot takenand +1
if taken. 1×106 weights of the form{w0,w1,w2} are stored
in a table. The lower 20 bits of the branch PC are used to
index into the table to select the weights. Training the neural
network involves incrementing those weights whose inputs
match the branch outcome and decrementing those with a
mismatch [3].

Figure 9 shows the percent reduction in MPKI by using a
perceptron mixer instead of a traditional voting scheme. The
average reduction in MPKI is 14% across all of the CBP-2
traces and is as high as 66% invortexandbzip. twolf is the
only application that shows no improvement.



Figure 10. Percent reduction in MPKI for the ideal-
istic scheme over the a realistic PPM predictor

2.4. Comparison to More Realistic PPM Schemes

The hybrid PPM predictor proposed in this work uses
more on-chip memory to store the patterns than is avail-
able on current CPUs. This extra storage leads our predic-
tor closer to the upper limit on achievable prediction accu-
racy. We now compare the prediction accuracy of our pre-
dictor against that of a more implementable PPM predictor.
For this “realistic” predictor we use the PPM predictor from
CBP-1 [5], which uses purely global history and accommo-
dates all of the state information in 64 Kbits. This PPM pre-
dictor was ranked 5th in the contest and had only a 7% higher
MPKI than the best predictor overall. Figure 10 shows the
percentage reduction in MPKI obtained by our PPM predic-
tor relative to the best PPM predictor in the CBP-1 contest.
It is surprising to note that the average improvement possible
with the idealistic PPM predictor is only 30%. Though ap-
plications likeraytrace, mtrt, perlbmkandvortexpresent a
greater opportunity for improvement, these applications gen-
erally exhibit small absolute MPKIs.

3. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a branch prediction scheme for
the “idealistic” track of the CBP-2 contest. The predictor is
based on PPM, a popular algorithm used in data compres-
sion. The three main components of our predictor are (1) a
local history PPM predictor, (2) a global history PPM pre-
dictor, and (3) a neural network. We present many heuris-
tics that help improve the prediction accuracy and simula-
tion time. From the way that these heuristics decrease the
number of mispredictions we have gained some interesting
insights about branch prediction. These insights are summa-
rized below.

First, it is well known that branch outcomes are highly
correlated to global branch history. A fundamental as-
sumption made in many PPM-like (or Markovian) branch-
prediction schemes is that identical patterns of global history
imply the same static branch and therefore a high likelihood
that the prediction will be accurate. Our results, in contrast,
suggest not only that identical history patterns often corre-
spond to different branches but also that these identical his-
tory patterns often lead to different predictions. By qualify-

ing each pattern in the history with the PC of the associated
branch we are able to disambiguate conflicting patterns and
reducevortex’s MPKI by 18%, for example.

Our second observation is that the same history pattern at
the same branch PC can result in different branch outcomes
during different stages of the program’s execution. This
strongly suggests that branch-prediction techniques need to
monitor a pattern’s changing bias towardstakenor not taken
and predict accordingly. The challenge is in selecting an ap-
propriate sensitivity to changes in bias: excessively rapid
adaptivity causes the predictor to be misled by short bursts
of atypical behavior; excessively slow adaptivity delays the
predictor’s identification of a phase change. We found that
measuring bias using a 4-bit saturating counter delivers the
best prediction accuracy for the CBP-2 traces.

Finally, most branch-prediction schemes use a fixed-
length shift register to encode history. In benchmarks such
as raytraceuseful history is often displaced by long loops.
The lesson to be learned is that branch predictors need to
treat repeated loop iterations as a single entity to preserve
more useful data in the history buffer. By RLE-encoding the
history we reducedraytrace’s MPKI by 57%, for example.

Our proposed predictor achieves an average MPKI of 3.00
across the 20 traces provided as part of CBP-2. This repre-
sents a 2.1X improvement over the baselinegsharepredictor
distributed with the CBP-2 simulation infrastructure.
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